AWNING WINDOW
AA SERIES - 65mm FRAME

Scale 1 : 2 @ A4, Horizontal Cross Section of Awning sash in 65mm frame
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AWNING WINDOW

AA SERIES - 125mm FRAME

Scale 1 : 2 @ A4, Horizontal Cross Section of Awning sash in 125mm frame
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AWNING, BAR OPERATED

AA SERIES - 90mm FRAME

Scale 1 : 2 @ A4, Horizontal Cross Section
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AWNING, BAR OPERATED
(with Reveal Equaliser)

AA SERIES - 90mm FRAME

Scale 1 : 2 @ A4, Vertical Cross Section, shown with Reveal Equaliser
AWNING, BAR OPERATED
(with Reveal Equaliser)

AA SERIES - 90mm FRAME

Scale 1 : 2 @ A4, Horizontal Cross Section, shown with Reveal Equaliser
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